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Real-Time Digital Signal Processing-Based Optical
Coherence Tomography and Doppler Optical

Coherence Tomography

Alexander W. Schaefer, J. Joshua Reynolds, Daniel L. Marks, and
Stephen A. Boppart*

Abstract—We present the development and use of a real-time digital
signal processing (DSP)-based optical coherence tomography (OCT) and
Doppler OCT system. Images of microstructure and transient fluid-flow
profiles are acquired using the DSP architecture for real-time processing
of computationally intensive calculations. This acquisition system is readily
configurable for a wide range of real-time signal processing and image pro-
cessing applications in OCT.

Index Terms—Digital signal processing, Doppler, optical coherence to-
mography (OCT), real-time imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and Doppler OCT are
emerging, high-resolution, biomedical imaging techniques. OCT is a
real-time, noninvasive imaging technique that can achieve resolutions
on the order of several microns [1]–[3]. Because OCT can acquire
images that approach the resolution of histology, potential applications
have been investigated in a wide range of medical and biological
applications [4]–[7]. Doppler OCT has been developed in more recent
years as a high-resolution method for detecting moving scatterers
within a specimen, most commonly blood flow [8]–[15].
OCT generates images based on amplitude variations in the

detected signal, whereas Doppler OCT generates images based on
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frequency (phase) variations. These techniques are analogous to
ultrasound imaging and Doppler ultrasound, respectively, except
reflections of near-infrared light are detected rather than sound. The
shorter wavelengths of light compared to ultrasound give OCT and
Doppler OCT nearly an order-of-magnitude improvement in imaging
resolution. The theory and implementation of OCT and Doppler OCT
have been thoroughly described in the literature [1]–[15]. In this paper,
we describe the implementation and use of a novel digital-signal
processing (DSP)-based acquisition system for OCT and Doppler
OCT.
In the past, Doppler OCT was performed by acquiring data and pro-

cessing it offline [8]–[11]. For example, blood flow rates were de-
tected by computing a 32-point complex short-time Fourier transform
for each pixel in a velocity image. The frequency centroid of the data
was subtracted from the known frequency induced by a moving refer-
ence mirror to determine the Doppler shift. Computation of the 96 000
32-point complex short-time Fourier transforms for each image re-
quired 10 s to compute on a Pentium 200 [8]. To detect very slow veloc-
ities such as blood flow in capillaries, a phase-resolved Hilbert trans-
form method has been used to achieve velocity sensitivities as high as
10 �m/s [12]. In this method, Doppler frequency shifts are detected
by determining the instantaneous phase at each sampling point in the
sample during an axial scan. A second axial scan is then acquired at the
same position and the instantaneous phase is calculated again. The dif-
ference between each pair of instantaneous phase values at each sam-
pling point along the axial scan, divided by the axial scan period, pro-
vides the instantaneous frequency induced by the scatterers. This tech-
nique assumes that a scatterer does not move far from the focal volume
during the imaging process, and that it is not detected on a subsequent
axial scan. Averaging phase differences between multiple axial scans
improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To generate an image of 500
columns, a total of 4000 axial scans (eight per column) were acquired
and processed. Therefore, image generation rate was on the order of
one image every few seconds [12]. Recent advances in Doppler OCT
have permitted the detection of higher fluid flow velocities up to ap-
proximately 1 m/s [11], [13], [15] and the use of an optical Hilbert
transform [14] for high-sensitivity Doppler OCT imaging in real-time.
Real-time acquisition rates are a significant advantage in medical

imaging. This advantage, however, is nullified when images are gen-
erated by first acquiring data and then postprocessed to extract in-
formation. To address this limitation and complement existing OCT
and Doppler OCT techniques, we have designed and implemented a
real-time DSP-based OCT and Doppler OCT acquisition system that
uses a preprocessing field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and a pro-
grammable DSP to manage computationally intense algorithms in real
time. This system is used to measure fluid flow transients in a capillary
tube. The current system supports both structural and velocity-based
images (500 � 500 pixels) that can be acquired at 8 frames/s (fps).
This flexible DSP-based system can easily be modified to support other
signal processing techniques such as spectroscopic OCT [16] or digital
dispersion compensation [17], taking full advantage of the high-speed
acquisition rates of OCT.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

An FPGA and a programmable DSP were integrated between the
analog detection electronics and the host personal computer (PC) of an
existing OCT system to enable real-time signal and image processing.
As a result, the image generation and data acquisition rates were
equivalent.
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A. Rapid-Scanning Optical Delay Line

To perform real-time OCT and Doppler OCT data acquisition, a
high-speed grating-based phase delay line was implemented [18]. This
delay line is based on the principles of femtosecond pulse shaping [19].
The optical delay line is responsible for setting the center frequency of
the interference waveform. A resonant scanner in the delay line was
driven by a sinusoidal waveform with a frequency of 4 kHz. The fre-
quency induced by our delay line could be set to a value from 2 to
4 MHz. Because the resonant scanner produces a sinusoidal variation
in the optical delay, data was acquired with a 16% duty cycle, during the
approximately linear region of the sinusoid. The frequency variation in
this linear region was measured to be within 5%. Although the optical
delay line allows for data acquisition at a rate of 8000 columns/s, data
was acquired at a slower rate due to limitations in the PCI bus transfer
rate.

B. Digital Signal Processing Hardware

Digital signal processing was performed on a sampled interference
waveform. The optical signal was first detected, amplified, and fil-
tered in the analog domain. A photodiode converted the optical inter-
ference waveform into an electrical current. The output voltage from a
high-gain, wideband, unity-gain stable, finite—element transfer input
transimpedance amplifier was ac-coupled to a second amplification
stage with variable gain. A fourth-order Butterworth bandpass filter
(BPF) with a passband from 1 MHz to 6 MHz followed the gain stage
and supported a wide range of Doppler-shifted frequencies.
In the FPGA architecture (Heron I/O 2 module, Traquair Data Sys-

tems, Inc.), a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter sampled the output of
an analog unity gain buffer at 25 MS/s. A digital BPF further increased
the SNR by filtering noise outside of a passband that was narrower than
the analog BPF. To determine frequency shifts in the detected signal
that corresponded to moving scatterers, an amplitude-independent fre-
quency demodulation scheme was implemented with the Hilbert trans-
form to compute both the instantaneous phase and amplitude of the
signal [20]. The variation in instantaneous phase and amplitude along
an axial scan was used to generate Doppler OCT and structural OCT
images, respectively. The instantaneous frequency was determined by
taking the difference between two consecutive phases and dividing by
the sampling period.
The output of the digital BPF was sent to the Hilbert filter and subse-

quently, the in-phase and quadrature outputs of the Hilbert filter were
forwarded to theDSPwhere both the instantaneous frequency andmag-
nitude of eachHilbert filter output were computed. The PC read the am-
plitude and velocity data one column at a time, corresponding to one
axial scan, and aligned adjacent columns for image display. Images 500
� 500 pixels in size were acquired at 8 fps. Higher frame rates were
limited by the sustained 4 Mbytes/s PCI bus transfer rates of the PC.
The FPGA architecture can be divided into three main sections: a

data processing block, a waveform generation block, and a control
block. The majority of the logic resources were dedicated to the pro-
cessing block, which consisted of two finite impulse response (FIR)
filters implemented using a distributed arithmetic FIR filter core. Both
filters were designed using MATLAB (Natick, MA). The filter charac-
teristics of the digital BPF were programmable and configured based
on the center frequency (e.g., 3 MHz) and bandwidth (e.g., 2 MHz)
of the expected signal. Both the BPF and the Hilbert filter achieved a
signal-to-quantization noise ratio of over 60 dB. The filters were real-
ized using logic cores (Xilinx Core Generator 3.1) [21].
The waveform generation block consisted of a register and accumu-

lator to generate the x axis galvanometer waveform to scan the imaging
beam and a read-only memory to generate the sinusoid to drive the
resonant scanner in the optical delay line (z axis). The control block

coordinated the activities of the processing and waveform generation
blocks and managed communication with the DSP. Following a user
reset, control values read from the DSP allowed for changing the image
size, location, and the sweep of the x axis galvanometer. A 32 wide �
512 deep first-in-first-out data buffer was also implemented to buffer
the filtered data prior to being read by the programmable DSP, al-
lowing for higher priority assignments to both computations and for-
warding image data to the PC. The FPGA design occupied approxi-
mately two-thirds of the available logic slices. The system clock rate
of the FPGA was 50 MHz and the sampling rate was set to 25 MS/s.
A programmable DSP (C6701 processor, Texas Instruments Inc.)

operating at 132 MHz was implemented in this system. The output
of the Hilbert filter was further processed to obtain both the instan-
taneous magnitude and frequency of each output sample. The most
computationally intense operation performed was the approximation
of arctan(Im=Re) for each Hilbert filter output. A C-callable as-
sembly routine was written to compute both the instantaneous phase
and magnitude for each in-phase and quadrature output of the Hilbert
filter obtained in an axial scan. A look-up table in the data cache stored
values of arctan(Im=Re) over a range of 0� to 45� and symmetry ex-
tended this range to 360�. The center frequency of the optical delay line
was subtracted from the instantaneous frequency values to determine
Doppler shifts induced by scatterers. Positive and negative frequency
shifts could be observed.
The maximum detectable velocity varied with the bandwidth of the

digital BPF as well as the angle between the incident beam and the di-
rection of fluid flow. For a 2-MHz bandwidth and a 45� incident angle,
bidirectional flow rates of up to�50 cm/s could be detected. The min-
imum detectable velocity was approximately 3% of the detected fre-
quency range, determined by the root-mean-square (RMS) error from
an ideal constant-frequency input waveform. More sensitive velocity
detection could be achieved by reducing the detected velocity range.

C. OCT/Doppler OCT System Specifications

The optical system in this study included a solid-state (Nd : YVO4)
diode-pumped titanium:sapphire (Ti : Al2O3) laser operating at
800 nm center wavelength and a spectral bandwidth of approximately
30 nm. The axial resolution and transverse resolutions of the system
were 10 �m and 15 �m, respectively. The dynamic range of the OCT
system was greater than 100 dB as determined by the ratio of the signal
amplitude at the output of the detection electronics when imaging a
mirror (perfect reflector) compared to when the sample arm is blocked
(noise floor). The optical power delivered to the sample was 50 mW.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The angle between the
incident beam and the glass tube was 70�.
For the images presented here, overlap in the gray-scale maps was

used to enhance the contrast between flow rates at different areas in the
tube. For regions in the sample that had minimal optical backscatter,
only noise fell within the passband of the digital BPF. Therefore, the
instantaneous velocities at these locations were random. Rather than
display the random data, Hilbert filter output samples with instanta-
neous amplitudes lower than a specified threshold were assumed to be
noise and were not displayed. The pixel values at these locations were
set to zero (black) in the images.

III. RESULTS

A. DSP-Based OCT and Doppler OCT

To demonstrate the performance of our DSP-based acquisition
system, real-time Doppler OCT images of fluid-flow profiles in a
glass capillary tube were acquired. Fig. 1(b)-(c) shows a photograph
and OCT image of the tube, respectively. A glass cylindrical extrusion
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (a) Fluid delivery and imaging system consisted of a syringe pump, plastic and glass tubes, and a fluid reservoir. The OCT beam is
scanned across the glass capillary tube. (b) Light microscopy image of the cross section of the capillary tube. (c) Structural OCT image of the capillary tube with
stationary fluid. Note the presence of the internal cylinder defect in (b) and (c) which spans the entire length of the tube.
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Fig. 2. Real-time Doppler OCT of fluid flow. A sequence of six images was acquired during a fluid flow transient caused by turning off the syringe pump. Two
sets of rings can be observed in the first image. The rings collapse during the reduction in fluid flow velocity. The time is indicated in each image. The gray-scale
bar indicates the pixel values (p), the instantaneous frequency (f), and the fluid flow velocity (v), corresponding to the respective intensity in the images.

defect within the capillary tube is observed. Diluted (10%) milk was
used as a liquid with scattering particles (lipids and proteins). Note the
reduced backscatter intensity toward the bottom of the tube [Fig. 1(c)]
due predominantly to the scattering of the milk.
Fig. 2 shows a series of six images taken during a 625-ms transient

that took place when the syringe pumpwas turned off and flow velocity

was decreasing. The approximate gray-scale of the velocity-based im-
ages is shown. Note the presence of rings that form around the center
of the channel and the cylinder along the inner diameter of the tube.
The center of the image changes in both intensity and diameter during
the first four images. The outer rings indicate an intermediate flow ve-
locity that begins to diminish in the last few images.
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Fig. 3. Image processing. (a) Neighborhood averaged velocity image. (b) Average of eight processed images acquired during a constant fluid flow. (c) Cross-
sectional profile taken along the horizontal line in (a) with a superimposed theoretical flow profile. (d) Cross-sectional profile taken along the horizontal line in
(b) with a superimposed theoretical flow profile.

B. Postacquisition Image Processing

The flow-rate images allow one to qualitatively observe a fluid-flow
transient. These raw images are displayed without additional image
processing. Additional image processing steps that can be performed in
real-time with additional DSP hardware components are presented. To
improve the image quality and characterization accuracy of the system,
three image processing steps were performed: interpolation, neighbor-
hood averaging, and image averaging. The first step involved interpo-
lation to assign values to zeroed pixels that did not meet the minimum
amplitude threshold. A 5 � 5 neighborhood-averaging algorithm was
employed. Fig. 3(a) shows a processed image of the flow in the tube
with an average volumetric flow rate of 10 mL/min. A cross-sectional
profile taken along the horizontal line is shown in Fig. 3(c) along with
the theoretical flow profile. There has been a considerable reduction in
variation along the cross section. The RMS difference between the two
plots is 29 cm/s, which is less than 25% of the theoretical maximum
velocity.
The third processing step involves averaging several images asso-

ciated with a constant flow rate. Fig. 3(b) shows an image obtained
by averaging eight interpolated, neighborhood-averaged images. Each
imagewas acquired during a constant volumetric flow rate. A cross sec-
tion taken along the horizontal line is shown in Fig. 3(d) along with the
theoretical flow profile. The RMS difference between these two plots
is 18 cm/s, which is less than 15% of the theoretical maximum velocity.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated the use of FPGA and DSP hardware to
perform real-time OCT and Doppler OCT. Images 500 � 500 pixels

in size have been generated at 8 fps allowing for observation of
fluid flow transients in real-time. To further improve visualization
of fluid-flow profiles, additional processing steps can be performed
in real time with additional DSP hardware. The DSP hardware im-
plemented with this system is readily configurable, allowing for the
implementation of future high-speed signal processing and image
processing algorithms.
There are spatially localized variations in the data obtained for the

fluid-flow rate images shown in Fig. 2. These variations affect image
quality, which is dependent on a number of factors. The center fre-
quency from the optical delay line varies with distance along an axial
scan. This sinusoidal frequency variation is directly proportional to the
resonant scanner’s angular position with time. By acquiring data along
the most linear region of the sinusoid, the effects of this variation can
be reduced. In our system, the frequency variation was less than 5%.
The incident beam is subject to scattering, absorption, and disper-

sion as it penetrates into the sample. Scattering particles often reflect
light away from the interferometer and are not detected. Due to the low
signal amplitude obtained, these locations were set to zero resulting in
numerous black pixels in the images. Therefore, a cross section of the
flow rate image does not result in a noise-free, parabolic flow profile.
Three image processing steps were performed to improve the quality
of the images. A second DSP board (TI C6701) could perform these
image processing steps in real time.
The capabilities of this digital acquisition and processing systemwill

enable a wide range of investigational studies of fluid-flow transients
in dynamic microfluidic devices as well as in living microfluidic sys-
tems such as the human microcirculatory system and developmental
biology animal models. The use of combined FPGA-DSP hardware
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will enable future implementations of fully configurable, all-digital ac-
quisition systems, eliminating most of the analog electronics present in
OCT systems. This technology expands the high-speed, real-time diag-
nostic capabilities of OCT and Doppler OCT and will enable complex
OCT-based signal and imaging processing to be performed in real time.
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Signal Processing Methodology to Study the Cutaneous
Vasodilator Response to a Local External Pressure
Application Detected by Laser Doppler Flowmetry

Anne Humeau*, Lionel Fizanne, Ambroise Garry, Jean-Louis Saumet,
and Jean-Pierre L’Huillier

Abstract—The existence of a cutaneous pressure-induced vasodilation
(PIV) has recently been reported. This paper proposes a signal processing
methodology to improve PIV knowledge. Temporal variations of laser
Doppler signals rhythmic activities are first analyzed on anesthetized rats.
The results lead to a method that provides a better PIV understanding.

Index Terms—Laser Doppler, microcirculation, pressure, rat, scalogram.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) is a noninvasive method to monitor
skin perfusion. Several signal processing studies have been carried out
on human LDF recordings. These analyses demonstrated the existence
of five characteristic frequency peaks on the time scale of around 1 min
[1]–[3]. The LDF technique has also recently been used to report a sig-
nificant transient increase of the cutaneous blood flow signal during a
local nonnoxious pressure applied progressively in the skin [4]. This
local pressure-induced vasodilation (PIV) exists in rats, as in humans.
However, PIV is still not entirely understood even if some results have
helped in the understanding of this phenomenon [4]–[7]. It is proposed
that this response is a protectivemechanismwithout which certain pres-
sure-associated lesions may develop. The existence of this vasodilatory
reflex response to nonnoxious pressure strain may also have important
implications for the cutaneous pathologies involved in various neuro-
logical diseases and in the pathophysiology of decubitus ulcers [8].
In order to have a better understanding on the mechanisms gener-

ating this phenomenon, a deep analysis on PIV signals has now become
highly important. This paper, therefore, proposes a first methodology
of work to initiate a complete signal processing study in this field.
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